
Carving Materials:  Carving and Dyeing Tagua Nuts (Editor’s note;  also sometimes known as corozo 
nuts, or vegetable ivory)

The information contained herein originally appeared on www.thecarvingpath.net or www.thecarvingpath.com 
forums.  This compilation is copyrighted by TheCarvingPath.net, and each separate posting and/or image is 
copyrighted by the original poster.  This information may be freely distributed for the purposes of learning these 
or similar techniques, but may not be sold or otherwise distributed for financial gain in any manner.  Many of the 
procedures or techniques described herein are dangerous, employ toxic or otherwise hazardous substances, or 
may produce toxic or hazardous substances in the process of employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  
This information is not intended for use by beginners or those uninformed about the proper use of the equip-
ment, materials or substances described.  For heaven’s sake, do be sensible and safe when using these or similar 
techniques.  If you aren’t absolutely certain you are capable of using this information safely, then ask questions 
or seek help and guidance by those who are.

I’ve had some experience dyeing tagua nut with alder cone dye. I only wanted a light stain, to sit in the 
recesses of the carving. No preparation work was done; I just soaked it in warm dye solution until the color 
was where I wanted it.

http://www.dougsanders.net/netsuke/goldfish.html

Tagua isn’t something I’ll be carving much of anymore- I still use it for inlay detail on other carvings, but 
I’ve had a number of problems that crop up after the piece was finished. I’ve had inlays and onlays pop off 
after about a year. I think that as the nut continues to dry, oils migrate to the surface causing glued inlays 
to loosen. It seems to go through dimensional change over time.
Also, the himotoshi I carved cracked right between the two holes (months after carving), making the piece 
unsalable.

Like all nuts, tagua is oily. If we look at old netsuke carved from tagua nut (I think there’s also another sort 
called corozo nut?) they have darkened considerably to a deep honey color. This needs to be kept in mind 
when conceiving the subject you wish to carve.

If you soak the nut for several hours in warm water, it becomes easier to carve. Once dry and cooled, it is 
hard again and can be more finely carved and polished.

I’ve thought that the warm water used for the dye may have caused the nut to swell and crack later on. 
Maybe, maybe not. My problems seem to crop up down the road, time-wise, so I think any dimensional 
change from water-induced problems would have subsided. I do think that as the nut ages, the oils go 
through a chemical change and do migrate to the surface. Oxidation I suppose. Most nut and seed oils are 
classified as drying oils so they will harden over time.

I’ve noticed some nuts are more white and translucent, while others are more cream or flesh-colored and 
opaque. Any thoughts on why?



(by Janel)  I spoke with Stephen Paulsen last night. One recollection he had was learning that some 
tagua nuts were stained with green tea. He also mentioned aniline dye, but was not more informa-
tive about that.

This bit of information implies that the nut might loose the oils from the surface, or open up, and 
accept color.

One might try hot, water based stain/dye solutions for testing pieces of tagua before committing a 
completed carving to the rigors of staining and drying.

(by lotzla)  I’ve noticed that several of my Tagua nuts had developed dark streaks that were not 
there when I first bought them.

I picked out a really fine colored one and carved a small portrait of my daughter. I was horrified to 
see it start to develop a similar dark streak before I was finished carving it.

I wanted to try save my sculpt in a bleach bath. It worked to bleach it back to the fine translucent 
color I wanted.

The way the dark discolorations formed made me believe my collection of nuts was exposed to 
some kind of fungus or bacteria that was growing and spreading. I believe the bleach killed the 
fungus and removed the discoloration.

Unfortunately I was called away due to an emergency while I was handling the wet nut. I returned 
to find that I had accidently left the nut out of the water bath in my haste. It was totally destroyed 
with 2 horrible cracks.

This bleaching process might have worked fine if I had dried the nut in VERY controlled condi-
tions so it would dry very slowly.

As far as trying to remove the oils: I would be more inclined to try to keep the oils inside the nut 
by sealing it with tung oil rather than trying to remove an important component of this nut. We try 
to keep our wood healthy and the pores sealed. Do you soak oily woods in solvents or do you work 
with them as they are?

I worry that trying to chemically change the nuts by removing all oils could possibly change the 
nut’s internal structure leading to more significant damage over time.

(by Doug Sanders)  I think you’re probably right about oil removal leading to dryness/cracking in 
the future.



Regarding bleaching, since the nut is mostly cellulose -like paper- there can be a chance of deterio-
ration setting in which is bleach induced. Using hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is fine as it will reach 
a chemical dead end after rinsing in water. Other bleaches like Clorox (Sodium hypochlorite) will 
continue to bleach and cause problems after rinsing. Typically, in any large amount, these require 
an anti-chlor to halt the chemical reaction.

I’ve read a bit more about tagua on some scrimshaw info pages in the Net. They recommend wax-
ing the polished tagua before taking a needle to do scrimshaw work. This is because of the porosity 
of the nut being such that when one goes back to wipe over the scrimmed area with ink or shoe 
polish, the non-scrimmed areas will pick up some pigment. The wax acts as a resist.

Question:  (by Don Fogg)  I have wanted to ask this question for a couple of days now because 
I don’t get tagua nut as a material choice. Is it a traditional carving material? Does it have unique 
properties?

When you invest so much time and talent into a carving why choose a material so ignoble?

Answer:  (by Janel)  I think the problems begin to occur when we try to change the properties of 
the tagua nut and when using it incorrectly. Knowing the material is worthwhile, and we are ex-
ploring the knowledge we do and do not have about it. For small carvings it is an interesting option 
to ivory materials, but is probably not good for knife handles except perhaps as pieces for inlay...

Do not the nuts grow in a warm and moist climate? If harvested before dry, held in quantity in 
sacks for who knows how long before and during transportation to the ultimate destination, your 
studio, there would be ample time for molds to develop by my imagining.

Shopping for quality in the materials we choose to use and finding faults or less desirable attributes 
occur more than I care to experience. One cannot see inside a piece of boxwood to identify the 
hidden branch base or open pocket, discoloration or drying crack as an example of the surprises 
hidden within to be found once committed to carving a piece of wood.

Stephen Paulsen has recommended communicating with Gilmer Wood Company about tagua. I 
see that tagua is listed in the Stock List. Someone there might have good information about quality 
and variety among the worlds tagua nuts. I’ll do it (as she raises here hand and waves it about)! 
Done. Lets see what happens next with that inquiry.

(by skip)  The Tagua nut discussion is interesting. I find it commendable that so many have made 
such herculean efforts to render the Tagua nut more useable/stable. Having worked in research labs 
more than 25 yrs spanning biological, pharmaceutical and chemical industries, however, I decided 



to chime in on this string as a person with some technical background vs amateur artist.

Tempting though it is, my recommendation is to steer clear of Tagua nut. I feel for everyone that 
has tried to tame this vegetable ivory.  My sense is that coloration changes with aging are due to 
acid accumulation which is part of the natural decaying process of organic materials. Another as-
pect of natural degradation that causes color changes is oxidation. Dimensional change is another 
problem addressed in this string. Efforts to remove oils with solvent or detergent solutions bring 
a smile to my face but in effect, success in that endeavor is equal to advancing the aging process 
which in the end does not eliminate the natural decaying effects that are really the problem with 
this material, but speeds it up!

You folk are some of the most amazing artists I’ve ever had the privilege of “meeting” if we can 
count this two dimensional plane as such. Certainly, your work speaks for itself. I feel that all of 
you deserve an end result that is as chemically stable as possible in the natural world. Ivory can 
crack with age and it also darkens. Wood changes also, more or less depending on species and resin 
content, etc. Coral, amber, jade and other minerals may be somewhat more stable. At any rate, I 
feel you should just not use Tagua nut because in spite of its availability, beauty and similarities to 
ivory, it is probably the most unstable material any of you could use. I do not feel confident that 
anyone can thwart the natural aging process of Tagua nut and in time, your best carvings in this 
material will crumble, no matter how you treated it and regardless of protective lacquer coats etc.

Stick with materials that are known to last. It’s easy to find out what they are. Just study what the 
ancients used and view the present age and condition of their works. Just my two cents. Happy 
carving all!

(by Tom Sterling)

Here’s a series of images of an unsigned antique netsuke from my very small collection, carved of 
“vegetable ivory.” Might be tagua, or might be one of the many other types of “palm” nut. Notice 
the crack in the base, just like everybody has been describing. The netsuke has been stained, and 
the void inside is quite dark, while the outside has had a lot of the stain polished off.



The eyes are just little black pupil inlays, nothing too spectacular. I suspect the netsuke is early 
to mid-19th century. If you examine the image carefully (third frame from the left) you’ll see the 
frog’s right side is fairly worn, so somebody actually wore this guy with a sagemono ensemble for 
at least a few years. If it was late 19th (post Commodore Perry in 1853) or 20th century, it probably 
wouldn’t have been used much, so there wouldn’t be nearly as much wear.

(by biwolf)  Further to tagua. Interesting site on net (tagua 2 go.com) I have discovered through 
practice, that if you soak whole nuts in water or other liquids, they tend to swell like wood and 
will generally crack and split. The water, etc. enters thru the stem hole. I drill a hole through the 
stem area and hollow them a bit. This seems to release the pressure somewhat and I have little or 
no problem with cracking. About 7 years ago, I carved what I thought was a wonderful eagle head 
cane handle. I drilled out a place in the stem area and put in a cane fitting (from Lee Valley) which 
sealed off the interior of the nut. I frequently carry a piece I’m happy with in my pocket until I do 
something I like. (An ego thing) After a month I noticed tiny hairline cracks all over it. I figured 
that as I had plugged the only release point and the interior moisture had no place else to go, it 
took the line of least resistance. When I carve whole nuts (I usually cut them in half for pendants), 
I now always leave an opening to the interior. I haven’t had a problem since. Just a thought, I may 
be totally out to lunch. Sorry, but I have nothing to do today and this seems like a good way to kill 
time.

(by sergey_osipov)  I have finished thread from tagua nut - The Argonauta.  This is my first experi-
ence with tagua. And nut has a micro-rifts near surface after drying. The reason - too quick drying. 
Tagua nut is a good material on my glance. I think, possible will avoid the rifts if slowly drying 
the nut.

After preliminary rough carve - I several hours boiled nut in solution of the soda. To remove the 
fat and that protein convolved.

After completion of the thread I kept the nut in solution H2O2 30% for decoloration.

Then colorated the dyes of “Procion dyes”.

I dried nut in polyethylene package. Package had a small holes ~ 1mm in diameter and approxi-



mately 3x3x3...cm between hole. I dried this on radiator of the water heating. + 50-60 Celsius 
degrees. It is important that air remained in package, but not too much. Water is vaporized from 
nut, but does not evaporate too quickly. Once at day I aerated the package. Previously than I used 
this way, I have left the nut on table for several hours just. And I had several not deep rifts.  But 
when I have continued to dry the nut in package, I had not one additional rift after. I think, my next 
carving from tagua nut not will have a rifts quite.

For finishing. In the beginning - small sandpaper, and polishing paste (from tooth powder and wax) 
in finish.

New piece from tagua nut nearly completed.  This cormorant with fish. I named this netsuke 
“Ukai”.  (Editor’s note - the stem portion of the tagua nut is hidden in the himotoshi)


